Social Justice Workshop Series
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH CAAM, JANM, AND THE LAMOTH

LACOE'S Multimedia Services presents a series of three workshops in the winter and spring of 2018 with the theme of “Social Justice.”

With a focus on the creative use of multimedia in the curriculum, these workshops will have the common thread of examining not only the stories of the victims, but the upstanders, the righteous, and the change agents. In other words, we will explore the commonalities of those who protested or resisted.

While the eras under discussion may be most directly targeted for secondary History Social Studies educators, teachers from across the curriculum, including elementary teachers, are invited to attend. Teachers will be able to glean context, strategies, and resources for both professional and personal development.

ATTEND 1, 2, OR ALL 3!
Participants may elect to attend a single day workshop or register for the entire series, which yields a discount. Additionally, LACOE employees and Multimedia Services members may attend as our guest. The cost is $55 for a single session or $130 for the series.

All workshops are 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Additional information, descriptions, & registration:
http://ito.lacoe.edu/workshops

1
“PERSONAL STORIES FROM THE INTERNMENT”
Friday, February 2, 2018
@ the Japanese American National Museum (JANM)

2
“ARTS & ARTIFACTS FROM AFRICAN ANCESTRY”
Friday, March 9, 2018
@ the California African American Museum (CAAM)

3
“THE RIGHTEOUS & THE HOLOCAUST”
Friday, April 27, 2018
@ the Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust (LAMOTH)